
Over 90% of 
Commonwealth countries 

now have anti-cybercrime 

legislation and the capacity 

to investigate cybercrime via 

dedicated police units

Commonwealth Cyber Security Capacity 
Building: 2018 - 2022

Thanks to this investment from the UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth & Development Office, 

stakeholders from across the Commonwealth have come together and provided an 

environment in which shared solutions to key modern crime issues could be developed.  

At CHOGM 2018, Commonwealth Government leaders signed The Commonwealth Cyber Declaration. 

Through its Commonwealth cyber capacity building projects, the UK has supported the Declaration, 

by investing £15 million to make the internet safer across the Commonwealth and help maintain a 

cyberspace that is free, open, peaceful and secure. 

An electronic evidence training project, delivered by the Commonwealth Secretariat, has helped establish 

professional, well-trained law enforcement and prosecution services across the Commonwealth which 

are equipped with the resources and skills needed to address the demands of modern crime.

47 out of 
53 member countries 

have established a designated 

focal point for 

electronic evidence 

A series of recommendations were agreed 

by Commonwealth Law Ministers leading 

to a revision of the Commonwealth Model 
Law on Electronic Evidence

The Hon Justice Maria Wilson, a High Court Judge in Trinidad and Tobago: 

“ I thought the final exercise, which was a practical exercise on giving evidence in 

Court, was very useful. It confirmed for me the point that that both judges and 

prosecutors and police officers should be on the same page with the kind of evidence 

that is required to prove a cybercrime in court. This would assist judges in assessing 

the relevance of evidence and consequently whether the evidence is admissible”. 

18 countries 
attended a working 

group meeting on 

electronic evidence

Live role-playing scenarios were held 

at three regional events in 

Barbados, South Africa and Australia 

Enabling eff ective investigation and prosecution of cybercrime and 
promoting international co-operation


